COMMENTARIES

Phototherapy is Effective at all Ages

La fototerapia es eficaz en todas las edades

Treatment of pediatric patients is a challenge we face frequently in our daily practice. Phototherapy is a therapeutic modality of which we have much experience in adults, with very large studies and long-term follow-ups. Phototherapy data in children is far more scarce. The study published in this journal with 95 children and a variety of diseases shows that the treatment has similar efficacy to that found in adults, and with few adverse effects. It is interesting to note that the children miss fewer treatment sessions than adults, despite the obligations of both the patients and those who accompany them that make it difficult for them to attend the phototherapy sessions. This adherence to treatment may be explained by the greater functional and esthetic repercussions of skin diseases in childhood. The study clearly shows the utility and cost-effectiveness of phototherapy in clearing guttate psoriasis, with remissions that may be very long-lasting. In other diseases, such as vitiligo, it would be necessary to evaluate whether the long duration of the treatments and the less marked improvements obtained, with probable relapses, justify its use. In the era of biological treatments, we should not close the door on other treatments that may be effective in many diseases.
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Contact Allergy to Paraphenylenediamine: A Persistent Problem That Needs Stricter Regulation

Alergia de contacto a parafenilendiamina. Un problema persistente que precisa medidas legislativas más estrictas

The retrospective multicenter observational study published in this issue of Actas Dermo-Sifiliográficas by members of the Spanish Research Group on Contact Dermatitis and Skin Allergies (known by its Spanish acronym, GEIDAC) shows that the frequency of sensitivity to p-phenylenediamine (PPD) among patch-tested patients is about 4%, a figure that has held steady in recent years in spite of legislation to reduce the concentration of PPD in hair dyes. Although hair dyes are not the only source of exposure to PPD, they are the main culprits for both staff and customers of hair salons. Some have called for PPD to be removed from the Spanish standard series recommended by the GEIDAC because of the risk of sensitization through testing. However, such risk appears to be very low, and the high rate of sensitization detected in Spanish patch tests fully justifies continuing to include this compound in the series.

Exposure to PPD through black henna preparations merits special mention, given the widespread use of this substance for temporary tattooing. The real frequency of PPD sensitization through this means is unknown, but nearly all dermatologists who treat contact dermatitis have diagnosed several cases traced to this source in recent years. Stricter control of temporary tattooing should be introduced, and the use of PPD in henna preparations should be prohibited, or at the very least, the concentration should be reduced. Efforts should also be made to raise public awareness of the risks posed by temporary tattooing.
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